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Love & Hip Hop: Atlanta (Series 2)

15 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Back In The "A"

Mimi celebrates new beginnings, but has she really turned the page on Stevie J.? Momma Dee
schemes to get Scrappy away from Erica. K Michelle takes a big step forward with her career.
Joseline disrespects Mimi, and Stevie pays for it.

2. She Loves Me Not

Joseline wants Stevie J to cut out the shenanigans. Drew needs Traci's help to stay in Atlanta with
their child. Momma Dee springs her trap on Scrappy. Mimi tells Stevie it's time for her to move out.

3. Dinner Beef

Mimi's housewarming party gets way too hot. Rasheeda considers guesting on a K Michelle diss
song. Karlie tells Joseline a scandalous rumour about Benzino. Scrappy, Erica, and Momma Dee
try to make peace over dinner, but all hell breaks loose.

4. He Said, She Said

Erica tells Scrappy she wants to pump the brakes on their engagement. Stevie and Joseline
confront Benzino about the rumours he's been spreading. Kirk warns K Michelle to stay away from
his wife. Traci's issues with Drew erupt when she finds a woman in his apartment.

5. Baggage

Joseline takes Stevie's new artist down a peg. Erica shows Scrappy her ringless finger. Mimi
introduces her new man to K Michelle and Ariane. Rasheeda gets big news from her doctor.

6. Making A Scene

Rasheeda is shocked at Kirk's reaction when she tells him she's pregnant. Joseline doesn't want
Stevie working with anyone but her. K Michelle and Ariane fight with Mimi's boyfriend. Traci tries to
stop Drew from staffing the store with nothing but hot girls.
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7. N.Y. State Of Mind

Mimi and Ariane travel to New York to fix things with K .Michelle. Joseline lashes out at Stevie's
new artist. Drew gives Traci some devastating news about their business. Rasheeda and Kirk
worry how the pregnancy will affect their finances. Momma Dee turns up the heat on a new friend.

8. Come To Daddy

Stevie wants Joseline to apologize, but Joseline's jealous nature might destroy their whole
relationship instead. Shay regrets letting Scrappy back into her life and her bed. Kirk interrupts
Rasheeda's photoshoot with questions about the pregnancy. Mimi's doubts about Nikko start to
surface.

9. The Keymaster

Stevie drives a wedge between Mimi and Nikko. K Michelle vows to stop brawling when her label
tells her she's putting her career in jeopardy, but it isn't long before Karlie puts her to the test.
Rasheeda's mother goes in on Kirk.

10. A Failed Test

Scrappy is accused of violating his probation – will he wind up back in jail? Mimi has had more
than enough of her boyfriend Nikko. Pregnant Rasheeda films a sexy video against Kirk's wishes.
Erica and Shay get heated at Karlie's event. Stevie reunites with Joseline.

11. Mistake At The Lake

A weekend at a lake house turns wild and Kirk ends up in hot water. Joseline reveals she wants
more from Stevie. Drew tries to woo Traci away from her new boyfriend. Scrappy makes a difficult
choice.

12. Turnt Up

Rasheeda confronts Kirk over his wild ways. Joseline pushes Stevie for more commitment. With
Scrappy in prison, Erica takes drastic measures for financial security. Ariane auditions to sing
back up on K Michelle's tour.

13. Up In Flames

Scrappy faces his addiction problems head on. Will Drew do serious damage to Traci’s new
relationship? Joseline makes a surprise purchase. Rasheeda and her mom face off against Kirk,
with explosive results.

14. Boriqua
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Joseline surprises Stevie with a gift. Mimi gets a Mommy Makeover. Rasheeda makes a fateful
decision whether she stays with Kirk. Scrappy tries to resolve things with Erica before he goes to
rehab.

15. Lord Of The Rings

In the season finale, Kirk makes a big attempt to save his marriage. Erica and Momma Dee visit
Scrappy in rehab. K Michelle makes a big announcement. Stevie risks it all to get everything he
wants from Joseline and Mimi.


